An Adult case of a huge tongue base mucocele
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Abstract

Concerning tongue-base cysts, infant cases with emergency symptoms such as dyspnea and choking have been reported. However, adult cases are quite rare. We experienced a 40-year-old man with a huge tongue-base cyst. In spite of the resulting severe, middle pharyngeal stenosis, his chief complaint was only slight throat discomfort without dyspnea. We performed pharyngo-laryngo-microsurgery using an oral approach. The throat discomfort disappeared after the operation. Histopathologic examination showed squamous epithelia in cyst lumens and many mucous glands in the sub-epithelial layer without thyroid tissue. The content of tongue-base was mucus. The above findings suggested that our case may represent a cyst arising from mucous gland.

Introduction

Tongue-base cysts are benign lesions. Infant cases with dyspnea and feeding difficulty have been reported [1,2]. However, adult cases are extremely rare [3]. We experienced an adult case of a tongue base cyst that nearly occupied the pharyngeal space. This case report presents the clinical findings, imaging examination, operation and histopathological examination. Moreover, we discuss the cause of the tongue base cyst based on the operative and histopathological findings and with reference to various studies.

Case presentation

We experienced a 40-year-old man who came to our hospital with a 4-month history of throat discomfort without dyspnea or dysphagia as his chief complaint. In the initial findings, laryngoscope could find a huge cyst in the midline position at the base of the tongue. Since this huge tongue-base cyst almost occupied the pharyngeal lumen, the epiglottis and vallecula epiglottica below the cyst could not be visualized (Figure 1). In spite of the severe, middle pharyngeal stenosis, the chief complaint was only throat discomfort without dyspnea or dysphagia. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) revealed a homogenic and well-defined cystic mass with low intensity on T1 weight and high intensity on T2 weight (Figure 2). We performed pharyngo-laryngomicrosurgery. At first, the volume of the cyst was decreased by incising a part of the perimeter of the cyst and we could remove majority of the cyst. This procedure enabled confirmation of the relationships among the epiglottis, vallecula epiglottica allowing safe resection of the cyst. The liquid component of the cyst was brown mucous. Histopathologic examination revealed squamous epithelia in cyst lumens and many mucous glands in the sub-epithelial layer without malignant cells or thyroid tissue (Figure 3). The throat discomfort disappeared after surgery.

Postoperative laryngoscopic examination could confirm the absence of airway stenosis (Figure 4).

Discussion

Reports of tongue-base cysts have generally been infant cases with emergency symptoms such as dyspnea and choking, while adult case reports have been few. Sugita [3] reported an adult case with a huge...
tongue-base cyst and the chief complaint was only dysphonia without dyspnea or dysphagia. The chief complaint of our adult case was also a slight throat discomfort without dyspnea or dysphagia. However, there are structural differences in the airway between adult and infant, as follow. The airway lumen is narrow and the supporting tissues are soft in infant. Therefore, infants more easily fall into dyspnea with even a slight stenosis of the airway [4]. In contrast, adult cases of a tongue-base cyst rarely showed emergency symptoms such as dyspnea. Therefore, it is possible that adult cases have not been fully described [3].

Some reporters considering some possible causes of tongue-base cysts suggested they might arise from thyro-glossal ducts or mucous glands [5-7]. The various locations of thyroglossal duct cysts have been classified as intralingual, suprahypoid, infrahyoid(thyrohyoid), and suprasternal [8]. Hur [6] described that differential diagnoses of a tongue-based mucocele should include cystic lesions of the tongue such as the intralingual type of thyroglossal duct cyst. Actually, the distinction is between a tongue-base mucocele and an intralingual type of thyroglossal duct cyst [6,7]. Preoperatively, we also suspected a tongue-base mucocele or intralingual type of thyroglossal duct cyst. Because, our tongue-base mucocele located in the midline position at the base of the tongue like as intralingual type of thyroglossal duct cyst. Radiological scan are difficult to distinguish these two cysts [6]. Our histopathologic examination showed squamous epithelia in the cyst lumen and many mucous glands in the sub-epithelial layer without thyroid tissues. The content of the tongue-base was mucus. From the above findings, in our case the cyst may have arisen from mucous gland.
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